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Lecture 3 
Family Pledge /  

True Families Gateway to Heaven 



Part 1 
Family Pledge 



A. On the foundation of victory of achieving My 

Pledge and Family Oath 

B. Proclamation of the Family Pledge 1~7 
(1994.5.2) 

C. Addition of “unity” to Family Pledge 4 
(1994.12.22) 

D. Proclamation of the “New Testament Age” and 

the addition of Family Pledge 8”  (1998.2.2-2.3) 

I. Proclamation of Family Pledge  
and Progress  



E. Addition of “ living for the sake of others” to FP 

7 (1998..11.21)  

F. Addition of “ As Owners of CIG”  in front of all 

verses  (2002.11.5) 

G. Addition of  “dutiful family way” to FP2 and 

“liberation and complete freedom” to FP8 
(2004.4.18) 



II. The value of Family Pledge 
A. Beginning of 2nd 40 year course   

1. From Age of Restoration through Indemnity to Age 

of Ideal Creation 

2. Basic unit of universe: Individual  Family 

3. Basic unit to enter Heaven: Individual  Family  

4. From age of individual salvation to age of family 

salvation  

5. From age of EDP to age of the Word  



1. Not restoration through indemnity but ideal 

creation   

2. Principle of life and duty of CIG citizens  

3. CIG constitution is FP1-8 listed as laws 

4. FP is the core of God’s  8 Great TTM 

B. Family Pledge is the core of CIG Constitution  



III. Common Points in FP 
A. “Cheon Il Guk” 

1. CIG is the form of God’s Fatherland 

2. Form progresses from independent country -> Won-

il-guk -> unified country 

3. Country where two people become one on the 8th 

stage 

4. Mind and body unity: Prerequisite for reciting the 

Family Pledge 



1. Subject of True Love founded on Creativity  

2. Difference between owner and leader 

3. Person who serves others based on quantity, quality, 

and speed 

4. Person who goes the way of servant and slave with 

gratitude 

5. Takes responsibility, protects, and fosters to the end 

B. “Owner” 



1. ‘We’ is ‘True we’:  ‘We’ who are one with God  

2. Title Koreans use to refer to their family 

3. With God at the center 

4. Always together “go, come, eat, sleep, happy,  

     or sad” 

C. “Our family” 



1. Root of TL is God:  God’s 4 great core attributes  

2. God’s TL is founded on Creativity 

3. TL is giving horizontally centering on Creativity 

4. Inheriting God’s TL: Blood lineage and pure mind 
(2010.1.1)  

D. “Centered on True Love”  



IV. Analysis of Each Verse 
of the Family Pledge  



Family Pledge 1 
A. “Original homeland” 

1. Humanity’s hometown is earth and God’s homeland is 

the Spiritual World  (1999.12.19)  

2. Due to Adam & Eve’s fall , God lost His homeland 

3. Place of hometown where humans are born  is the 

sexual organ 

4. Secret of finding original homeland is “intercultural-

interracial blessing marriage” 



1. Verse 1 “chang-gun” Verses 2-8 “to perfect” 

2. There is no material 

3. Way of creation without any material  

4. Way of pioneering that must to be found 

     B. “Build” 



Family Pledge 2 

A. ‘Attending God and True Parents’ 

1. Human beings should originally attend God & TP 

2. Two parents have to become one for ‘me and my family’ to 

exist   

3. Unity of mind and body and Heaven – God’s connection 

4. Principle of attending God and True Parents(1997.9.14) 

5. Become central family and representative family as result of 

attendance 



B. “Representative families of Heaven and Earth 

1. The ideal family God dreamed of before the fall of Adam and 

Eve 

2. Central family is the representative in vertical relationship with  

the SW 

3. Representative family  is representative in horizontal 

relationship on earth (Pyeong Hwa Shin Gyeong 255) 



C. “Dutiful family way of filial sons and daughters, patriots, 
saints, divine sons and daughters” 

1. Filial child, patriot, saint, divine children from 

the individual level to cosmic level 

2. Steps to becoming patriot, saint, divine child 

3. Saint: Law on earth and Heavenly law 

4. Divine sons and daughters: Law of palace on 

earth and law of palace in Heaven 



1. We reach perfection through experience within the 

family at different growth stages 

2. Heart of parent, siblings, husband and wife, 

children  

A. “Four Great Realms of Heart” 

Family Pledge 3 



1. 1st generation is the right of the kingship of 

grandparents: Past 

2. 2nd generation is the right of the kingship of parents: 

Present 

3. 3rd generation is the right of the kingship of children: 

Future  

4. Three great kingships in Adam’s family and in the 

blessed families 

5. What is noontime settlement (333:21, 2000.9.24)  

B. “Three Great Kingships” 



1. What is the difference between royal family and 

realm of the royal family 

• Realm of the royal family includes the Cain 

realm 

2. Who enters the realm of the royal family 

a. TP and direct children  

b. Blessed families that accomplished tongban 

gyukpa 

C. “Realm of the Royal Family” 



1. Ideal family where the SW and PW  has formed one family 

2. Universal family encompassing H&E : Family that lives as one 

brothers and sisters centering on blood lineage 

3. All organizations and groups also in the form of ideal family 

4. “Universal family encompassing H&E” society is a society of 

“three together centered on TL” 

5. “Three together centered on TL” society is “one family under 

God” 

A. God’s ideal of creation is the universal family encompassing 
Heaven and earth 

Family Pledge 4 



1. The entire humanity forming the same world 

of freedom, peace, unity, and happiness 

2. Voluntarily with TL as the motivation 

3. Where there is equality, peace will come 

4. Eternal peace is through TL (2002.6.21)  

B. “World of freedom, peace, unity and happiness” 



1. SW is subject and PW is object 

2. For completion, PW is subject and SW is object  

3. In the Age of Restoration through Indemnity, PW is 

subject and SW is object 

4. In the Age of Ideal Creation, SW is subject, PW is object 

5. “Me and My family” that connects SW and PW 

A. “Unification of the SW and the PW as subject 
and object partners” 

Family Pledge  5 



1. Strive everyday means to make it advance as 

quickly as possible 

2. Stopping connects with Hell and death.  

3. Striving to make quicker connects to 

progression. (PM, 261) 

4. Method: “Heavenly Family Daily Report” (2001.1.31) 

B. “Strive everyday to advance the unification” 



1. Acknowledging all blessed families as God’s 

representative families 

2. Representative and personal representative (Gen 

1:27) 

3. Personal representative and heir (2003.10.1) 

A. “Family that embodies God and True Parents” 

Family Pledge  6 



1. A family that moves heavenly fortune 

2. Has to become representative family of TP, and 

3. Has to live by God’s Will only 

4. When perfect the ideal family centering on TL 

5. There will be settlement of God, TP,  and absolute 

good spirits in Heavenly fortune  

6. Heavenly Fortune and Heavenly Blessing (2010 CP) 

 B. “Family that moves Heavenly fortune” 



1. Vertically: Connect with original lineage  

2. Horizontally: Life of living for the sake of others 

3. Culture “rooted in the original lineage” 

4.  Only culture that is rooted in the original lineage is the 

culture of heart 

5. Perfect through Uk-mansei for TP 

A. “Perfect the world based on the culture of heart” 

Family Pledge  7 



1. Should be able to serve others by 

2. Finding what is the individual  truth God has given 

to me, and  

3. Using my Creativity to make myself into my best 

4. Life is art and art is principle plus technique.  

B. “Through living for the sake of others” 



1. Completed Testament Age and New Completed 

Testament Age (1993-1998) 

2. Foundation of the Proclamation of the Era of the 

Realm of the 4th Adam (1997.9.11) 

3. FP8 as the creed of life in the NCTA (1998.2.2)  

4. The NCTA is the age of perfected families.  

5. Situation when NCTA was proclaimed (IMF) 

A. “Having entered the Completed Testament Age” 

Family Pledge  8 



1. There is no concept of indemnity.  

2. Purpose of the age of restoration through indemnity and 

purpose afterwards 

3. Human being(人) includes all human beings in the 8 

stages of spirit world and earth 

4. Love(愛) is True Love 

5. The core of achieving the ideal of oneness of God and 

human beings united in love: AF, AL, AO 

B. “Oneness of God and human beings united in 
love” 



1. Kingdom of Heaven on earth and in Heaven is 

centered on Heavenly family 

2. Difference between liberation and complete freedom 

and between the realms of each 

3. Complete freedom is after the completion of four 

position foundation  

4. When complete the ideal family, enter realm of direct 

dominion.   

 C. “Perfect the realm of liberation and complete freedom in 
Kingdom of God on earth and in Heaven” 



V. Conclusion 

A. Core of FP: 5 and 8 

B. FP5: Unification of SW and PW 

C. FP8: Realm of liberation and realm of complete 

freedom of Kingdom of Heaven on earth and in 

Heaven 



D. God’s purpose of creation : Completion of Parents 

of Heaven and  Heavenly Family (2012.1.2) 

E. God’s creativity and true love is inherited  through 

the blood lineage 

F. Nothing is impossible for blessed families that 

advance armed with the Family Pledge 



Part 2  
True Family,  

Gateway to Heaven 



1. Title: 2009.12.11. 4:30 am, Las Vegas 

2. During HDH  of 『CSG』 “True Families” Ch. 3, 4, 5, 

3. Gave direction to “print this section and distribute to the 

entire 6.5 billion people” 

4. Title: From “True Family, Path to Heaven” to “True 

Family, Gateway to Heaven” 

I. Introduction 
A. Publication history of TF, Gateway to Heaven 



1. Composed of first part (Ch. 1-3) and second part 

(Ch. 4-5) 

2. Theme of first part is “True Family” 

3. Theme of second part is “Earthly Life and the 

Spirit World” 

4. Theme of first and second part is the completion 

of ideal family 

B. Structure 



A.  The gateway to Heaven is True Family. 

B.  Family is the basic unit of the universe.  

C.  You go to Heaven with jeong (情). (2007.9.26) 

D.  For direct children and grandchildren, from the 

standard of loving the entire population 

II. Family is the Central Model of 
Heaven 



A. A central point is necessary for the completion of   

     ideal family.  

A. Central point is Absolute Sex, True Love, Recognition 

for others, Absolute Value 

B. High-middle-low, right-middle-left, before-middle, 

after 

C. Completion of ideal family directly connects to SW.  

III. Life Course Centered on Love 



Wife 

Parents 

Husband 

Brothers 

Sisters 

Children 

Central Point: 
True Love 

<Ideal Family Centered on True Love> 



A. The central point starts from the partner 

B. Prerequisite for existence  

C. The owners of sexual organ and love between 

husband and wife 

IV. Love Between Man and Woman in the 
Original Creation 



A. Life is a moment: Life changes in the moment of a 

second.  

B. Time exists only in the present. 

1. Past: Present that has gone 

2. Future: Coming present 

3. The present  decides “me” in the past and future 

C. TP’s principle of life : No concept of “tired” or “rest” 

V. Course of Life  



A. The fact that God exists 

B. The fact that the SW exists 

C. SW is a place that is filled with air of TL 

D. We have to know God, SW, and TL. 

VI. Corporeal Substantial World and 
Incorporeal Substantial World 



VII. Conclusion 
A. The basic unit of Heaven is the family. 

B. Family comes from husband-wife relationship  

C. Husband-wife relationship comes from owner 

of sexual organ 

D. Life is a moment. 

E. Let us die well on earth! 


